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ABSTRACT
Our recent work has described how to use feature and topology in-
formation to compare 3-D solid models. In this work we describe a
new method to compare solid models based on shape distributions.
Shape distribution functions are common in the computer graphics
and computer vision communities. The typical use of shape dis-
tributions is to compare 2-D objects, such as those obtained from
imaging devices (cameras and other computer vision equipment).
Recent work has applied shape distribution metrics for compari-
son of approximate models found in the graphics community, such
as polygonal meshes, faceted representation, and Virtual Reality
Modeling Language (VRML) models. This paper examines how to
adapt these techniques to comparison of 3-D solid models, such as
those produced by commercial CAD systems. We provide a brief
review of shape matching with distribution functions and present
an approach to matching solid models. First, we show how to ex-
tend basic distribution-based techniques to handle CAD data that
has been exported to VRML format. These extensions address
specific geometries that occur in mechanical CAD data. Second,
we describe how to use shape distributions to directly interrogate
solid models. Lastly, we show how these techniques can be put
together to provide a “query by example” interface to a large, het-
erogeneous, CAD database: The National Design Repository. One
significant contribution of our work is the systematic technique for
performing consistent, engineering content-based comparisons of
CAD models produced by different CAD systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We introduce ideas from computer graphics and computer vision

to the problem of content-based retrieval of CAD data. In particu-
lar, this work introduces a new approach to manage solid models in
database systems that are part of the modern engineering enterprise.

A problem in Computer-Aided Design has been the diversity and
heterogeneity of representation formats for the shape information.
At a fundamental level, Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) and
Boundary Representation models (BRep) serve as a foundation for
most modeling systems and applications. While BReps dominate
the CAD industry, the mathematical details of the representation
vary widely by system. Hence, even when data translation (via, for
example, STEP AP 203) works well, there is little to guarantee that
the resulting solid models can be directly compared.

The BReps found “in the wild” come in several species, how-
ever two appear to dominate the commercial CAD environment:
NURBS-based BReps(e.g., SDRC, Pro/E, where NURBS are the
primary internal representation) and those dominated byAnalytic
Surface BReps(e.g., Parasolid, ACIS, where analytic surfaces co-
exist with NURBS). Comparing CAD models for indexing across
these formats can be very difficult, requiring considerable amounts
of special-case algorithms for each different representation. Even
if we work with a STEP AP 203 version of a simple shape, such
as a unit cube, the internal representations coming from different
systems can be radically different and very hard to compare.

A long-term goal of our work is to develop uniform methodolo-
gies to interact with CAD data in engineering information man-
agement systems. In our previous work, we have considered three
problems in model matching and retrieval: indexing based on de-
sign features, indexing based on manufacturing features, and in-
dexing based on model topology. Homogeneity of representation
was an underlying assumption for each of these techniques (i.e.,
they employed extensive geometric reasoning off of an ACIS-based
CAD model). In this work we introduce a new technique, based on
matching ofshape distributions, that allows us to compare CAD
models regardless of their underlying modeling representation.

Shape models, in particular as found in the computer graphics
and computer vision communities, typically are 3D models used for
rendering, visualization, simulation and animation. While shape
models from these fields sometimes involve exact representations



(implicit surfaces, superquadrics or deformable surfaces), our work
leverages recent results in matching approximate shape models,
i.e., fine-grained faceted or polyhedral models such as produced by
VRML exporters, mesh generators or 3D scanning devices.Shape
distributionsare 2D characterizations of 3D shape based on ran-
dom statistical sampling of an object’s topology. Recent research
in computer graphics and computer vision [10] has successfully ap-
plied this approach to comparison of shape models found in the
graphics domain (chairs, animals, animation figures, etc). This
work shows how these ideas can be used with much less diverse
sets of 3D models, such as CAD models of mechanical designs.

Given a solid modelS, our methodology is:

• Obtain ashape model, a polyhedral approximationT of the
solid modelS, through faceting, for example, as found in Vir-
tual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) and Stereolithog-
raphy (.stl ) translation.

Generating meshes, triangularizations and voxelizations for
CAD and solid models is a well-understood and deeply stud-
ied problem. Meshes are used for a number of downstream
CAE applications, such as finite element analysis, where forces
need to be propagated through solid artifacts. Triangular-
izations are the basis of.stl format, the de-facto standard
for solid freeform fabrication processes, and VRML, the 3D
viewing/ visualization standard that dominates the Web.

• Compare models using anenhanced shape distributionap-
proach. A shape distribution is calculated as follows:

– Select a shape function. In our work we adopt theD2
shape function which measures the distance between
two random points on the surface of a model. This
shape function has been previously shown to produce
metric distance measures that are robust (under vary-
ing qualities of faceting) and invariant (under shape-
preserving transformations) [10] .

– Generate set of random sample points evenly distributed
on the surface ofT;

– Calculate shape distribution histograms associated with
theD2 shape distribution function.

– Compare shape distribution histograms using well-known
curve matching techniques.

• Perform empirical validation to determine if shape distribution-
based techniques can be used to answer engineering ques-
tions. In this paper, we consider an elementary set of tasks (1)
automatic inference of part categories and clusters (2) query-
by-example browsing of indexed part repositories.

This paper’s main contributions include a methodology for com-
paring solid models based shape distributions that works regardless
of the underlying BRep modeling representation. As part of this
research, we have shown how to unite several significant research
trends in computer vision, computer graphics and databases to cre-
ate a robust technique for comparison of solid models. Additional
contributions of this work include introduction of novel refinements
to general shape distribution techniques that enhance their discrim-
ination abilities and enable us to answer meaningful CAD and en-
gineering questions.

2. RELATED RESEARCH
Our research aims to bring information retrieval to CAD databases,

enabling them to have indexing and query mechanisms like those

beginning to be found in multimedia databases and knowledge man-
agement systems. We touch on some of the past work in this area,
as well as on the work from computer graphics and computer vision
that are related to efforts of this paper.

2.1 Comparing Solid Models
The literature in this area is rather brief, consisting of results

from engineering, computer science and, in particular, computer
vision communities. Elinson et al. [4] used feature-based reasoning
for retrieval of solid models for use in variant process planning. Ci-
cirello and Regli [12, 2] examined how to develop graph-based data
structures and create heuristic similarity measures among artifacts;
this work was extended in [1] to manufacturing feature-based sim-
ilarity measurement. Most recently, McWherter et al. [7, 9, 8] have
integrated these ideas with database techniques to enable index-
ing and clustering of CAD models based on shape and engineering
properties. Other recent work from the Engineering community in-
cludes techniques for automatic detection of part families [11] and
topological similarity assessment of polyhedral models [15].

2.2 Comparing Shape Models
The computer vision and computer graphics research commu-

nities have typically viewed shape matching as a problem in 2D.
This has changed in the past several years with the ready availabil-
ity of 3D models (usually meshes or point clouds) generated from
range and sensor data. A considerable body of work has emerged
to interrogate acquired datasets: Thompson et al. [17] examined
reverse engineering of designs by generating surface and machin-
ing feature information off of range data collected from machined
parts. Jain et al. [5] performed some work to index CAD data
based on the creation of “feature vectors” from 2D images. The
3D-Base Project [3] converted CAD models into a voxel represen-
tation, which is then used to perform comparisons using geometric
moments and other features. Sipe, Casasent and Talukder [14, 16,
13] used acquired 2D image data to correlated real machined parts
to CAD models and perform classification and pose estimation. Hi-
laga et al. [6] present a method for matching 3D topological models
using multi-resolution Reeb graphs.

The approach most directly related to our research is that of Os-
ada et al. [10]. This method creates an abstraction of the 3D model
as a probability distribution of samples from a shape function acting
on the model. Specifically, the measure of the similarity between
two models is determined by measuring the similarity between their
shape distributions. Shape distributions are generated by random
sampling of points on the surface of the model. In their paper,
they empirically study five different shape functions and conclude
(experimentally) that a function they callD2 (which measures the
distance between two random points on the surface of a model) re-
sults in the best shape classification method. Their database is a set
of over 130 VRML shape models from the Internet.

In general, shape matching-based approaches only operate on
the gross-shapes of a single parts and do not work directly on solid
models or with semantically meaningful engineering information
(i.e., manufacturing or design features, tolerances). Retrieval strate-
gies are usually query-by-example or query-by-sketch paradigms.
The Princeton 3D shape database that has been used in a number
of these studies [6, 10] contains mainly models from 3D graphics
and rendering, and not any models that are specifically engineering,
solid modeling or mechanical CAD oriented.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A shape distributioncan be viewed as a digital signature for a

3D model. While these functions have been studied extensively in



computer vision (where data is approximate) our work represents
the first examination of shape distribution in the context of CAD
and solid modeling. Our approach is to use distribution-based tech-
niques to perform statistical sampling of the shape properties of
solid models and use these samples to generate meaningful com-
parison metrics among the models. The benefits include:

• Heterogeneity: solid models are reduced to a lowest-common-
denominator among CAD and modeling formats, thus allow-
ing us to compare models with fundamentally different rep-
resentations of underlying geometry and topology.

• Objectivity: avoid ambiguities regarding which features to
recognize and use for indexing by using model comparisons
based on fundamental shape properties of the artifact which
subsume low-level shape feature information.

• Perspicacity: we introduce improvements to shape distribu-
tions to enable higher discrimination factors than previous
matching techniques. We show how these enhancements can
be used to infer model categories and classifications, as well
as produce fewer false positives during queries.

Let Sbe a solid model, letT = {t1, t2, . . . tk} be a set of triangular
facets that approximate the topology ofS. Note that a triangular-
ization T is not unique forS, nor isT guaranteed to be accurate.
For the purposes of this paper, we assume that each of the facets
of T are accurate to withinε of the modelS (i.e., maximum dis-
tance from any point inti to the nearest point on the model is≤ ε).
The facets ofT could be produced by existing mesh generation al-
gorithms, Stereolithography exporters or, as is the case with most
of our experimental data, VRML exporters. The facets inT could
also be from an active data acquisition system working off of actual
models, as in [17].

3.1 Review of the General Approach to Match-
ing with Shape Distributions

GivenSandT, matching with shape distributions requires:

1. Select a shape function.Following [10], we adopt theD2
shape function.D2 measures the distance between two ran-
dom points on the surface of a model.

2. Sampling of random points: Generate a sufficiently large
number of random sample points on surface of modelS.

3. Calculate shape distribution histogramsassociated with
theD2 shape distribution function.

4. Compare shape distribution histogramsusing well-known
curve matching techniques (MinkowskiLN, earth mover’s
distance, etc.).

An example of two models and theirD2 shape distribution his-
tograms is given in Figure 1.

Known Issues when Matching with Shape Distributions.
These techniques have some limitations when applied directly to
matching of solid models such as those found in electromechan-
ical engineering design. Specifically, the technique in Osada et
al. [10] is primarily intended for matching gross, or overall, model
shapes. In our experiments, as well as their own, pure shape distri-
butions do a very good job of distinguishing models in broad cate-
gories: aircraft, boats, people, animals, etc. In this situation, where
the models could literally be anything, shape distribution distances
generally confirm what one would think of as the intuitive similar-
ity between shapes. However, it can often do poorly when having
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Figure 1: A Swiss-cheese-like part (named “cheese”) compared
to the classic Gupta Socket example. Note that theD2 shape
histograms for the two models are very similar—this could lead
to query engines generating false positives.

to discriminate between shapes that have similargross shapeprop-
erties but vastly differentdetailed shapeproperties. As models get
more complex the shape histograms tend toward a bell-shaped, nor-
mal distribution. This can lead to models being classified as similar
when their topological properties are vastly different. As a result,
the technique often yields false positives and, sometimes, false neg-
atives. This is evident in the graphs for parts shown in Figure 1.

Further, it is difficult to implement a general purpose random
point generator that operates directly on the surfaces of the solid
modelS. While one could implement a random point generator that
works directly on solid models, it would depend on the underlying
surface representations used. Further, this function will need to
contain many special cases and, further, these cases will vary from
CAD/modeling system to CAD/modeling system.

3.2 Enhanced Shape Distributions for Discrim-
ination of Solid Models

In our approach we compare solid models using a generated set
of facets,T, and introduce refinements that improve their perfor-
mance on CAD data (in particular, on mechanical CAD data).

3.2.1 Construction of Random Points
The generation ofm random sample points on the surface of the

meshT = {t1, t2 . . . tk} of the solid modelSconsists of these steps:

1. LoadT into memory, repairing the mesh as needed to guar-
antee that all polygons in the mesh are triangles;

2. ComputeA(ti), the area of triangleti for all ti ∈ T;

3. GenerateCA[] , the array of cumulative triangle areas;

4. Generatem sample points on the surface of the model

(a) Generate a random numberr between 0 and the total
surface area ofT;

(b) User to identify whichti to place the random point on;

(c) Generate random point in trianglet

The following sections review the specifics of each of the compo-
nents of the algorithm.

Read and Fix the Mesh.First, we read the meshT into mem-
ory. The quality and consistency of meshes found “in nature” vary
widely. While it is theoretically pleasant to assume that all meshes



are precisely defined with triangles and stored compactly, this sim-
ply is not the case for many models produced by VRML and STL
exporters. In particular, VRML meshes may contain quadrilaterals,
redundant points, and sometimes even redundant topology. When
we parse mesh data, redundant points are removed and quadrilat-
erals are subdivided into triangles. If quadrilaterals are found, they
are broken up into two triangles by taking a vertex of the quadrilat-
eral and making three vectors. These vectors are the vectors from
the selected vertex to the other three vertices. Then the angles be-
tween all three possible pairs of vertices are computed. The largest
angle will be betweenv1 andv2, so we know the remaining vector,
v3, is the one we use to split with.

Computing Areas of the Triangles in the Mesh.The
areas of each of the triangles,ti are calculated by computing the
lengths of the sides and using Heron’s formula (wheres is the semi-
perimeter of the triangleti):

A(ti) =
√

s(s−‖AB‖)(s−‖BC‖)(s−‖CA‖)
As these areas are being computed, they are placed in an array

of cumulative areas to be used for placing the random points.

How Many Random Points to Generate.Selecting the
number of random points to needed to create a meaningful sample
is a difficult matter. The more points used the higher fidelity of the
statistical sampling. However, to compute the histogram we will be
computing the distances between all pairs of sample points—a task
that is quadratic-time complexity. There are trade-offs to consider:
given a triangularizationT = {t1, t2 . . . tk} of a solidS, one could:

1. Let f be positive integer-valued function over the integers
and sample until there are a numberf (k) > 0 of samples for
eachti . Shape Histogram Complexity:O(( f (k)∗k)2).

2. Sample until there are a fixed numberm> 0 of samples for
eachti . Shape Histogram Complexity:O((k∗m)2).

3. Sample until there are a fixed numberm> 0of sample points.
Shape Histogram Complexity:O(m2).

The first thing to observe is that the cost of computing theD2
histogram at high levels of fidelity is quite expensive: even VRML
meshes for solid models of the most basic artifacts can contain
thousands of facets. While there may be an opportunity to employ
model and mesh simplification strategies to reduce this complex-
ity, the resulting loss in model quality may eliminate any compu-
tational benefits when we use the results for comparisons. Further,
facet area can vary greatly and the probability of a facet getting one
of the random sample points placed on it is proportional to its area.
Hence, to guarantee that every facet gets some number of points
> 0 placed on it surface may require generating many more points
than there are actual facets.

Given these computational limitations, we use the third approach,
selecting to create a fixed number (m = 1024) of sample points.
Once we locate them random sample points within the triangles,
we compute theO(m2) pairwise Euclidean distances needed to pro-
duce theD2 histogram and sort them into the shape distribution
histograms. Specifically, this yields 1024!

2!∗(1024−2)! = 523,776 pairs
of points to be analyzed when computing theD2 histogram.

One additional observation: while intuitively one might like to
increase the sample density in “areas of interest” on the model, this
would skew the results captured in the shape distribution histogram.
Thus, the sampling distribution needs to be completely random.

Generate Random Sample Points.Exact computation off
of the solid model’s mathematical representation of topology is not
needed. Meaningful model comparisons can be made working off
of approximate models, such as VRML meshes. For every solid
S, we can generate an approximation of topology in the form of a
triangle representationT. UsingT, we calculate the areas of all the
triangles and place the cumulative areas into an array (CA[] ). We
generate a random number between 0 and the total cumulative area,
then use binary search to find the triangleti to receive the random
point. Using two random numbers,r1 andr2 [10], a random point
on the facetti is calculated as:

p = (1−√r1)A+√r1(1− r2)B+√r1r2C

3.2.2 Calculation of Pairwise Distances
Given the setP of random points in 3D, the distances between

all pairs of points are calculated to create theD2 histogram (O(n2)
Euclidean distance calculations).

3.2.3 Classification of Pairwise Distances
The histogram mapsdistance probabilityversusmeasured dis-

tanceby counting how many distances fall into fixed size bins. This
is the basic approach taken in previous work, and it has the limita-
tions mentioned earlier. We present two significant improvements
to the basic sampling procedure:

1. Classification of Pairwise Point Distances.The traditional
shape distribution approach considers all point pairs as con-
tributing equally to theD2 histogram. We will use the term
ALL to refer to originalD2 histogram generated by using
all of the distance calculations over the entire set of sample
points. We introduce three additional histograms, separating
the pairs of points based on geometric properties of the line
connecting them. Distance measures are classified into three,
non-intersecting, groups, as shown in Figure 2:

• The line connecting the 2 points lies completelyinside
the model: theIN distances;

• The line connecting the 2 points lies completelyoutside
the model:OUT distances;

• The line connecting the 2 points passes bothinside and
outsideof the model:MIXED distances.

In this way, the sampling creates fourD2 histograms, one for
the cumulative set of distances and one each for those in the
distinct categories.

2. Accumulate Distribution of Classifications.Given that dis-
tance measures are each classified asIN , OUT andMIXED
we can make the observation that
IN% +OUT% +MIXED% =ALL% =100% of the total point-
pair distances, so we can use the breakdown of percentages
to classify the model. For example, consider the following
case of three models:X with a 10%, 30%, 60% distribution
of distance categories;Y with a 15%, 27%, 62%; andZ with
a 40%, 40%, 20%. It is likely that the correlation of the his-
tograms ofX andY is more significant than any correlation
betweenZ and X or Y. We show how to use these distri-
butions of distances to create a set of weighted comparisons
that are more finely tuned than the gross shape comparison
techniques.
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Figure 2: Shown in a 2D example, the classification of point-
pair distances: IN (A), OUT (B) and MIXED (C).

3.2.4 Constructing the Shape Distribution Histograms
Four histograms are constructed using aD2 shape distribution,

one for each of the point-pair categories:ALL point pairs, IN
point pairs,OUT point pairs, andMIXED point pairs. For each
set of point-pair distance data, we compute the average over all
of the distances. To create the histogram, we select a bin-width
based on this average distance between points in the sample—in
this case,1/50 of the average distance between pairs of points.
Having the bin-width based on the average builds the normaliza-
tion of the curves into the histogram, hence a separate normaliza-
tion step is not needed. The histograms are a plot ofprobabilityvs.
distance, i.e., the percentage of the distances fall into each bin. In
each of these histograms the total area under the curve equals 1, or
100%, of the point-pair distances.

Example.An example of the four classified shape distribution
histograms for two solid models are shown in Figure 3. Its clear
from the picture that, while the models exhibit a similar “bell-
curve” in theirALL andMIXED distributions, they differ greatly
in their IN andOUT distributions. Further, the distribution of the
classifications varies widely: for example, only 3.59% of sampled
points are classified asIN for the cheese part, whereas over 23%
are classified asIN for the Socket. Immediately we can tell these
two models are very different.

Further, one can correlate the detailed patterns in theIN and
OUT distributions with thefeaturesof the parts. For example, in
the machining domain, features such as slots, holes, pockets etc.
are all material removal operations. In a shape distribution, these
manifest themselves as a set of surfaces on which random points
may be located. TheOUT point-pairs capture shape properties left
by these removal operations; theIN point-pairs capture relation-
ships like walls and distances between features. While the correla-
tion is not explicit, theIN andOUT distributions capture low-level
shape properties left by feature instances.

3.2.5 Comparing Shape Distribution Histograms
After the shape distributions are constructed for a set of solid

models, models can be compared to producedissimilarity mea-
sures. There are a number of different techniques for computing
the distances between shape functions (i.e., earth mover’s, etc). We
have experimentally confirmed Osada’s [10] empirical results that
dissimilarity measures based on MinkowskiLN norms, in particu-
lar the Probability Density Function (pdf)L1 norm, are the most
accurate. TheL1 norm is calculated as:

L1(h1,h2) =
n

∑
i=0
|h1i

−h2i
|

whereL1(h1,h2) is the resulting total distance between shape dis-
tribution histogramsh1 andh2 summed across thei buckets (i.e.,
total the difference in each of then buckets of the histogram). Note
that, for comparisons ofL1 norms to work there must also be a

normalization step to account for differences in scale. For exam-
ple, variation in the scale of a modelS will produce different sets
of sample distances—roughly proportional to the difference in the
scale of the model. We normalize the shape distribution in our sets
of histograms by aligning the mean sample values.

However, different shapes may have different numbers of bins
in their D2 curves—due to the distribution of distances (i.e., wider
distribution of distances usually implies the need for more bins).
When two models with different numbers of bins are compared,
the histogram for the model with fewer bins is padded with 0 value
bins. Due to these differences in numbers of bins, we introduce
variation on theL1 norm distance measure. After the smaller his-
togram is padded with 0 value bins, we calculate the distance as the
PDF L1 norm between the two histogramsdividedby the number
of bins in the histograms. The result is that the distanceD(h1,h2)
between two histogramsh1 andh2 with n bins is calculated as:

D(h1,h2) =
L1(h1,h2)

n

which is just the average difference between corresponding val-
ues of the two histograms. This is necessary because, if just the
PDF L1 norm is used, two very similar models each with a large
number of bins will have a greater distance measure between them
than two other very similar models each with a small number of
bins. Dividing by the number of bins to get the average difference
eliminates this effect.

Weighted Histogram Comparisons.There are many cases
where, like Figure 1, solids that are not similar have similar shapes
distributions when compared underL1 norms. Our first observation
is that, when theIN , OUT andMIXED histograms are considered,
the ability to discriminate between solids is greatly increased. This
is illustrated in Figure 3. The second is that the distribution of dis-
tance classifications is a unique identifier of shape (both global and
local) of the solid model. Consider the classification data shown
in Table 1 for six of the solid models in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Intuitively,these models fall into several obvious groups: the two
Boeing parts, the two TEAM parts, the Socket part and then the
cheese part. The classification of the sampling data in Table 1 can
be seen to corroborate this intuition, most strongly with the two
Boeing parts whose classified shape distributions are each within
1.5% of each other.

Model % IN % OUT MIX
Cheese 03.59% 01.66% 94.74%
Socket 23.92% 04.76% 71.31%
Boeing 16.43% 04.80% 78.75%
Simple Boeing 16.64% 05.76% 77.58%
Team 16.09% 00.79% 83.10%
Team2 25.40% 00.93% 73.66%

Table 1: Distribution of Classifications: Percentages of sampled
distances falling into each of the three classifications, IN, OUT,
MIXED, for some of our test models.

It is clear that the distributions of classifications should be useful
in increasing the accuracy of the distance measurements between
models. We have studied several ways to combine the histograms,
including using the distributions as weights in the distance measure.
Some of our experiments include:

1. AvgOf3: the average of theD distances forIN , OUT, MIXED ;
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D2 Distance 3.97 18.62 36.87 13.76
Cheese / Socket 100% / 100% 3.59% / 23.92% 1.66% / 4.76% 94.74% / 71.31%

Figure 3: The ALL points histograms for the Gupta Socket and Cheese models were fairly similar, but note that discrimination is
increased with the other three (IN, OUT, MIXED) shape distributions. The actual difference in theD2 histogram, as computed with
the modified L1 norm, is shown; as is the distribution of the classifications.
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Figure 4: The histograms of four solid models of mechanical parts, broken out into ALL point, IN, OUT, MIXED shape distributions.
Its evident that there resemblances are strong between the two aerospace parts (the top two) and the two TEAM parts (the bottom
two), but not as strong among the other pairs.

2. AvgOf4: the average of theD distances forALL , IN , OUT,
MIXED ;

3. Weighted: Similar solid models will have similar distribu-
tions of classifications among theIN , OUT and MIXED
histograms. An appropriate weighting scheme will bias the
comparisonstoward similarity if the distributions percent-
ages are closer andawayfrom similarity if the distributions
are greatly different in each of the classifications.

Therefore, if the distribution percentages for a certain his-
togram (e.g., for theIN histogram) for both models is the
same, we weight the distance measure to compare these his-
tograms directly. Hence, a difference of 0 between distri-
bution percentages results in a weight of 1. The greater the
difference between distribution percentages for a certain his-
togram for both models, the greater the weight applied to the
distance between the histograms. Also, this distance can not
be greater than 1 sinceIN+OUT+MIXED = 1.

Let A andB be two solid models andhA andhB be two of
their histograms from the same classification. For our exper-
iments in this paper, we selected 1

(1−Diff(%hA−%hB)) , where

Diff = abs(%hA−%hB) and%hA and%hB are the percent
(e.g., 30% would imply a value of 0.30) of total samples clas-
sified in the particular category for modelsA andB respec-
tively. At Diff = 0, this function has a value of 1. Note that
limDiff→1

1
(1−Diff) = ∞, hence this function has the appro-

priate measurement biases. The resulting weighted distance
between histograms is calculated as:

1
1−Diff(%AIN ,%BIN)D(AIN ,BIN)+

1
1−Diff(%AOUT,%BOUT)D(AOUT,BOUT)+

1
1/Diff(%AMIXED ,%BMIXED )D(AMIXED ,BMIXED )

While our weighting scheme is preliminary, it yields empirically
pleasing results. Some of these results are shown in Table 2.



ALL AvgOf3 AvgOf4 Weighted

Boeing–SimpleBoeing 4.33 8.72 7.62 26.41
Boeing–Team 13.86 22.35 20.23 69.41
Boeing–Team2 10.65 22.80 26.85 85.10
SimpleBoeing–Team 15.13 19.45 20.89 65.45
Simple Boeing–Team2 11.30 23.39 27.42 86.95
Team–Team2 10.53 24.00 28.49 88.80
Cheese–Socket 3.97 18.30 23.08 79.40

Table 2: Differences inD2 histograms under a number of dif-
ferent weighting schemes for combining the distribution data
with the classification of point-pairs.

3.2.6 Examples
Figure 4 shows how our methodology can be used to construct

a distance matrix among solid models. Figure 4 shows four solid
models, each with their four categorizedD2 histograms.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have applied this technique to a set of over 1000 real-world

solid models of mechanical parts from the National Design Repos-
itory. We use the histograms to create an index to this database of
solid models and show how it can support a real-time query-by-
example scenario.

The methods have been implemented in Java and run on both
Sun Solaris SPARC and Microsoft/Intel-based computers.

Query by Example.We generated histograms for 1094 CAD
models in the National Design Repository
(http://www.designrepository.org ), models created by
a number of different CAD and modeling systems: ACIS, SDRC I-
DEAS, Pro/ENGINEER and Unigraphics among them. We queried
this test-set with example models to demonstrate the potential of
our technique. The first kind of query corresponds to querying the
database with an example model which is present in the database—
ideally, we should like to find a “hit”. The second kind of query cor-
responds to querying the database with an example model which is
not in the database—ideally, we would like to confirm that the mod-
els returned are similar to the query model. Here we present the top
five matches for each query.

In the first category, where we are looking for “hits”, we selected
“goodpart3” from the University of Maryland at College Park from
our database for the query. Results are presented in Figure 5 as
Query 1. The query returns the matched part along with two other
very similar parts “goodpart1” and “goodpart2” and two rather dis-
similar parts “impleller” and “spacer”. The differences among dis-
tances in between five returned parts and the query part intuitively
represent the degree of similarity. For the “goodpart” parts, the
only variation in the solids models is in the existence and size of
the fillet and blend surfaces. The distance to the query’s matching
part in the database returns a difference of less than 5 (recall that
the query part is subjected to a new faceting and random point se-
lection, hence its distance to the part in the database is unlikely to
be zero). The two similar parts are returned with a distance of ap-
proximated 10 and 15, the other dissimilar parts returns a distance
of greater than 20. A similar set of results is shown for the Gupta’s
well-known Socket example in Figure 5 asQuery 2. For this query,
the weighted histogram measurement found the Socket, as well as
two other very similar variations on the socket, right at the top of
the list of “hits”.

For the next set of queries from the Design Repository, we se-
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Figure 5: Query by example: Using the weighted distance mea-
sure on theD2 histograms to find models in the database, as
well as similar models. The numbers refer to the weightedD2
distance measure on the classified histograms.

lected models that did not exist in the database. The first model is
a simple bracket from UMD-CP which happened to have several
variations in the database. The query results, shown in Figure 5 as
Query 3, returned each of these variations as the nearest matches
to the simple bracket. The second model is the compressor hous-
ing, shown in Figure 5 asQuery 4. These results returned a set of
models all with a similar dominance of features found in cast-then-
machined parts: rounded surfaces with machined finishing features.
The third model is “linkage arm 42,” from the variable radius Spec-
trometer assembly from the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). Results are presented in Figure 5 forQuery 5.
In this case, “linkage arm 42” does not exist in the database yet the
query returns a very similar part “linkage arm 43”—interestingly,
from the same Spectrometer assembly. This time all top 5 matches
show a distance about 30.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This research presents a new approach to compare 3D solid mod-

els based on shape distributions. Our methodology works regard-
less of the underlying BRep modeling representation, allowing us
to meaningfully compare models generated by any CAD system.
This work is a unique fusion of ideas of research trends in com-
puter vision, computer graphics and databases that has the poten-
tial of wide applicability across a broad spectrum of solid modeling
application areas. Additional contributions of this work include in-
troduction of novel refinements to general shape distribution tech-
niques that enhance their discrimination abilities and enable us to
answer meaningful CAD and engineering questions.

One significant potential application of this work is as a means of



comparing CAD models to real, acquired, physical models. Nearly
all previous work based on sensor data has focused on the problem
of model reconstruction: generating a CAD model (or approximate
CAD model) from range or other sensor data. We believe our tech-
nique is the first that could be used to register sensory input against
actual CAD models. This could enable new applications, i.e. for
discrete parts manufacturing, one could interface sensors on the
factory floor to part catalogs and process plan repositories.

This work is also the first technique for comparing solid mod-
els regardless of their native representation format. While working
off of an approximation of the model (the facets or mesh) is lossy,
we show that meaningful questions can be answered with this ap-
proach. A potential application of this work is to provide shape-
based retrieval tools in product data management systems.

One area for future mathematical study would be to analyze how
the quality of the matching (as well as computational complexity)
varies with the fidelity,ε, of the faceting. We also intend to ex-
plore more sophisticated statistical methods for creating distance
measures that combine the four categorizedD2 shape histograms.

Lastly, we are working to integrate the distribution-based re-
trieval techniques we presented in this paper with other approaches,
based on model topology, design features and machining features,
to create a hybrid CAD-model database environment. Our goal is
to support a diverse portfolio of database views that are capable of
answering a wide variety of practical engineering questions.
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